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BASKETBALL EFFECTIVENESS SHOOT THROUGH LAY UP SHOOT

{D DIRECT SHOOT TO THE RING.BOARD ON FEMALE STUDENT

;ICAL EDUCATION, HEALTHN AND RECREATION IN ACADEMIC

2OO}I2O1O FACULTY OF SPORT SCIENCE YOGYAKARTA STATE
UNIVERSITY

By:
TriAni Hastuti

Yogyakarta State U niversltY

study aims to determine differences in the effectiveness of the lay-up bounce and shoot through the boards

flv to the female student of basketball hoop studies Program Health and Physical Education and Recreation

rartment PJKR) lorce2OO9l2010 Faculty of sport, state University of Yogyakarta.

re'earchwascomparational. The population of thisstudywasstudentfemale PJKRforce Departmentyear

0 which took the courso of a basketball Motion totaling 46 students. The sampling technique with the

,e eampling, obtained by 2g students. The research instrument in the form of lay'up test shoot of lmam

with validity and reliability of 0.675 O.5Og, Data collection techniques with test and measurement. Technical

ysis of quantitative data wlth descriptive statistlcs'

results showed no difference in the effectiveness of the lay-up shoot through and reflective boards directly

the student female a basketball hoop force Department PJKR 2oo9/2010' Based on the calculation that t of

{4g is bigger than t table value 1.703. Based on the calculation of the mean, lay up shoot through the boards

g higher than the lay-up shoot straight to the basket, so that it can be concluded that the lay-up shoot

reflective board is more effective than the lay-up shoot straight to the basket.

Keynvords: lay up shoot through reflective board, lay up a basketball hoop shoot directly into the ring

INTRODUCTION
one technique is to shoot the basketball game lay up. Lay up shot shoot is the kind of shot that is done by

close as possible to basketball, preceded by a jump-step-jump. Lay up shots can be done with preceded running,

herding or cut and run and headed toward the basket, Lay up shot is a complex movement which requires a two-

step or hop-step-jump. tmam sodikun (1gg2: g4) added that the lay-up shot is the shot that made close to the

basket, usually shot is done from the first side and is reflected to the board reflecting the success rate is very

large, but it is also often used to make the numbers in basketball game. This is very beneficial for shooting from

long distances to close to basketball by doing lay ups'

Based on field observation during the process of learning basic basketball student movement PJKR

Department, on theffi semester20ogl2oloshows the skills of playing basketball student daughter including

quite visible from the ability to throw and catch the ball, dribble and shoot the ball under the ring (under basket)

. But to shoot a lay up movement requires coordination of these techniques were still found weaknesses student

daughter. weakness was seen from the shot that did not enter or fail. weakness was also highly visible of an

enor in the initial phase, implementation, until the end of the movement lay up' As for the mistakes of the

movement is as follows: step length less when the first step, a shoving less strong so that the distance the ball

with the ring can not be as close as possible, while dribbling out of control where the running speed (speed) is
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not matched with adequate control of the batt, less just in time to release the ball when the position at the highest

i:;llr:Jffi:1[:;:fffurate' 
In addition, the board renectins not ruilv utirized, because rhe tendency rired the

some experts argue that the lay-up shoot can be done by firing the ball straight to the basket and bounce offreflective board' some coaches are satisfied that the ptayers or children latihnya obtain results using the shotthrough the back board first (Ambler, 2006: 40). The statement arso confirmed of oeoy sumiyarsono (2002: 16)that do lay up shots should bounce off the board around the verticar rine drawn on a smail plot on the basketballboard' Meanwhile' according Muhajir (2006: 17) stated at the commencement of the lay-up shoot after reachingthe highest point of jump, shoot the ball into the basket with one hand assisted with the lash wrist. Based onthese statements can be interpreted that the shot was straight to the basket. However, based on observations,

;ffffffii]|ffj5::1"" 
ground lav up in a situational shoot more oten successrut ir done in a wayat

Shooting Essense
shooting is a very important skill in basketball sports games. Basic techniques such as operands, herding,and rebounding led the players to get a great chance to make the score, but still, a player must be able to makeshots' Even the skill to shoot the ball or the instinct to print the value to cover the weaknesses of other basictechniques.
There are several ways (with respect to attitudes) shoot the ball, among others facing the board reflecting theattitude stopped' facing the board with the attitude of the jump, facing the board with the attitude of running, hisback to the board reflecting the attitude stop, and jump back to the board with an attitude (Engkos Kosasih,1985: 191)' shooting technique is a technique that is very important that must be controted by a prayer andshould be taught before dribbling technique. Did not mean to exclude other techniques, basically by passing andshooting that made it into basketbail, basketbail game can take prace.
Based on the above description can be concluded that the shooting is a skill or expertise of a basketballplayer in an attempt to enter the ball to the basket or baskets in order to produce a value or point.

Lay Up Shoot
Lay up shot is the shot that made close to the basket as if the ball was put in the basket after dribbling. To beable to jump that high in the movement lay up, then the required speed in the last three steps to get the balr,Beginning with the pedestal, long strides, landing, short step, to prepare to resist a strong third step upwards orvertically so that the position near the basket. step before making the ray-up must be short so that it can be bentand then lift your knees to make the leap movement. Lift the knee while shooting and ball straight up, jumpingand carrying the ball between the ear and shoulder' Move your arms, wrists and fingers straight toward thebasket' with angle between 45 degrees to 60 degrees and release the ball from the miJore pointed finger withsubtle touches' Maintain hand position to keep the ball until the ball off balance. perform follow-through motion

;:llT:#[t ffi 
outstretched and straisht at the elbow finser pointins straisht at the tarset and your palms

According to Dedi sumiyarson o (2002:32-33) factors that affect the shot:
1. Distance

Easily understood and felt that doing shots with long-distance, the more difficult and increasingly inaccurate.conversely the closer it gets easier to insert the ball, but shot just under the basket is very difficult to do.2. Mobility
Doing shots with attitude stops (rest) will be easier to do it than with the attitude of running, jumping ortwisting' This is caused by the basic shooting techniques that have not been good, as we' as custom madeat the practice.
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3. ShootAttitude
The attitude of facing, or back difficult or easy it affect basketball shooter. Shooting with the attitude of facing

the beginning of basketball is much easier to do than to turn one's back attitude of basketball.

4. Deuteronomy shots
Deuteronomy shots or the number of opportunities available shooters to make shots, the less gets the

number of opportunities to shoot more and more difficult for the success of the shooter.

5. The situation and atmosPhere
Situation and physical and psychological atmosphere like a guard who obstruct, interfere with the shooter,

fatigue, exhaustion, the influence of the match, both opponents or friends will influence the shooter in doing

his job to produce good shots.
According to Dedy Sumiyarsono (2002:35-36) shot lay up is the kind of shots are done with as close as

possible to the basketball court , preceded by a jump - step - jump. Lay up Shooting can be done with preceded

running, herding or cut and run and headed toward the basket. Lay up Shooting should be trained first, before

implemented in real playing time. That is because the lay-up shots require two or hop step-step-jump, which will

result in violation.
According to Dedy Sumiyarsono (2002:36) in accordance with regulation basketball game every playerwho

receives the ball while flying is allowed to continue with two steps.

These measures can be done as follows:
a. lf the first repercussion with the right foot, then left foot and ends with the right foot.

b. lf the first repulsion using the left foot, then right foot on the end with the left foot.

Below is a picture how to lay up shot with one hand or two hands to do, so it can produce good repulsion.
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Lay-up Technlque shoot through reflectlon and Jump Board to Rlng Baeket
Lay-up shoot can be done by reflected on the board first, or directly incorporated into a basketball hoop from

a variety of good position right, front or left. At the time of going to lay up can be initiated from the shoot lay ups,
passing and dribbling shoot-shoot lay ups. According to Jon Oliver (2007: 14)lay up can be done with orwithout
the reflective board, However, when a player nearthe basket from the right side or left side, reflecting the proper
use of the board will increase the likelihood of successful shots. Lay-up shoot through reflective board and go
directly to the basket the same technique, the difference is now its implementation, namely when releasing or
firing the ball into the basket, go to the basket (clear shoot) or bounced into board first (bank shoot).

According to VicAmbler (1995: 38) at the time of the lay-up shoot the ball must be thrown close to the board
with wrist and fingers. In this case the ball should touch the board first before going into the net, Usually the shot
is done from the right or left side of basketball and the ball bounce off the board prior to the bounce (lmam
Sodikun, 1992:84). The way it is most easily done, just take into account the reflection angle of the ball and force
the hand when releasing the ball.

According to Jatmika Yoga Permana (2011: 33), lay up in basketball is a movement consisting of three step
movement that is preceded by the step width, followed by a short step and jump to the top along with the ball into
the ring and ended with a landing.

ThlnHng of Deslgn
Lay-up shoot is one of the shooting technique in basketball games. Lay-up shoot has many advantages over

other types of shots because in terms of distance, closer to the ring so that a more accurate shot or possibly a
ball into the ring larger. Lay-up shoot can be done indirectly which is reflected in advance to the reflective board
or directly to the basket with dribble preceded or through the pass from a friend. Shoot lay up Shooting with
different distan@s, use the same angle and the same point on the board reflective, it is most likely done because
the ball is not necessarily about the center point of the circle ring correctly forthe ball can get in, but there must
be an adjustment between distance and power issued.

Mastery of the skill lay up this shoot was not easy, especially for beginners. Competence is one of the basic
motion that must be mastered for students Department PJKR can play basketballwell and as a Physical Education
teacher candidates are competent .. This complex movement requires good coordination which is a series of
leads, ball mastery rhythmic steps, and techniques of the ball itself while in the air (ump).

RESEARCH METHODS
This research is a comparative study, which aims to determine the effectiveness of the differences between

the lay-up bounce and shoot through the boards directly to the student female a basketball hoop on the armed
PJKR 2009/2010. The population in this study are students PJKR female 200912010 force numbered 46 students,
The research sample was taken using purposive sampling technique, as many as 28 students. The instrument
used is the skill lay up test shoot of lmam Sodikun (1992:125) that have been modified with the validity and
reliability of 0.675 0.509. Data collection techniques with test and measurement. Technical analysis of data
using ttest calculations for related samples (con:elated samples). (Burhan Nurgiyantoro, et al., 2004:188).

RESEARCH RESULTS
The subject of this research are students who take courses female basketball game in semester 2 PJKR

Study Program. The experiment was conducted in June 2010. When data collection was assisted by fellow
basketball game that is subject lecturer by Novita Eka Indra, M. Or. To answer this hypothesis is "There is a
difference in effectiveness between the lay-up bounce and shoot through the boards directly into the basket on
the student female at Department of Physical Education, health and recreation year 2009. The following will
describe the results of these two variables are as follows:
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Distribution data lay up shoot through reflective board

DatalayupshootthroughreflectiveboardisdenotedbyXl'Hereisafrequencydistributiontable:
Tab|el.Vartab|efrequencydistr|but|on|ayupehootthroughre||ect|veboard

Based on the above data can be known that, in the carcuration, the score with the range of 5 to 8' Average

gained 6.50, whire scores berow the average of 14 and above average sebanyakl4, standard deviation is

oUtaineO atO'92,the mode at 6 and median of 6'50'

2, Distribution data directly into the lay up a basketball hoop shoot 
!- - .---..^^^.r ;.rie*r

Datadirecttolayupabasketbal|hoopshootdenotedbyX2'Hereisafrequencydistr ibutiontable:
Tab|e2.Var|ablefrequencyd|str|bution|ayupghootthroughref|ectiveboard

Based on the above data can be known that, in the carcuration, the score with the range of 3 to 7' Average

gained 5.43, whire scores berow average as many as 15 and above average sebanyakl3' standard deviation of

i.Zg i, obtained, the mode of 5 and a median of 5'43'

3. Prerequisite Test Results

a, NormalitYTest
Normarity test using test-sminorv Kormogorof. This wit test the normarity test sampres come from normally

distributed population. To accept or reject the hypothesis by comparing the prices Asymp' sig (significance

carcuration) with 0.05. criteria for accepting the hypothesis when Asymp sig greater than 0'05, and if it does not

meet these criteria then the hypothesis is rejected'
Table 3. Normallty Tept Results Calculation'

GiEdfie-Airedt into a basketball
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Based on table 3 above the priceAsymp. Sig of the variable shoot lay ups through a board reflective of 0.186

and lay up shoot directly into the basket of 0.379. lt can be concluded Asymp price. Sig of the two variables are

all greater than 0.05 then the hypothesis that the samples based on normal distribution of the population received.

b. Homogeneity Test
Homogeneity test using the F test in this test will test that the variance of these variables together. To accept

or reject the hypothesis by comparing the price of the F calculation (F-count) with F from the table (F-table)at

significance level 6 = 0.05. The criteria is to reject the hypothesis if F-count price greater than or equal to F{able

the significance level used, in other cases reject the hypothesis. In addition, to reject or accept the hypothesis is

to compare the prices of significance arithmetic with 0.05, The criteria is to accept the hypothesis if the significance

of calculating the price of greater than 0.05.
Table 4. HomogeneityTest Results Calculation

F count F(0,05x1,54)sis. Conclution
2,694 4,020 0,107 Homogen

Based on the calculations, obtained F-count price of 2.694, while Ftable 5 = (0.05) (1.54) equal to 4.020.

because the price is less than the price F-count F-table, then the hypothesis that variants of the same variable is

acceptable. Secondly, by comparing the price with 0.05 obtained by calculating the significance of the results of

calculating the significance of 0.107 (> 0.05). lt can be concluded that homogeneous population variance.

c. HypothesisTesting Result
Based on the calculation test for normality and homogeneity test showed that the normal distribution and

homogeneous variance, then the data were analyzed further with parametric statistics. As to accept or reject Ho

with a way to compare prices with a price t t table at 5% significtnce level. The criteria is to accept Ho if the price

of t smaller than t table, in other respects, reject Ho. The following hypothesis testing based on the hypothesis:

Table 5. Summary results of t-test analysis

Variable N Average t count ttable
Lay-up shoot through reflective
board

28 6,5 4,448 1,703

Lay-up shoot directly into a
basketball hoop

28 5,4

Based on the calculations in Table 5 above, it is known that t = 4.448 is greater than t (0.05) (2t1= 1.703' lt

can be concluded that there was a significant difference in effectiveness between the lay-up shoot through

reflective board and go directly to student daughter has a basketball hoop on PJKR Force 2009. Lay-up shoot

through the boards reflecting the results are more effective when compared with the lay up that shoot straight to

the basket. Conclusion lt can also be seen by comparing the average magnitude of 6.5 to lay up add shoot

through reflective board lay up 5.43 to shoot straight to the basket'

DISCUSSIONS
Discussion in this research are based on the results of research and testing of hypotheses, which can be

described as follows:
Lay-up shoot through reflective board (bank shoot) the results are more effective than the lay-up shoot

straight to the basket (clear shoot), influenced or caused by several factors, among other targets, motor
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coordination lay up shoot, use reflective board. First to hit, wftich meant in this case is at the time of releasing the
ball or shoot the ball into the basket with the help of reflective board, the target can be seen with clarity and real
because of its size is quite large. However, if when releasing the ball or shoot the ball directly into the basketball
hoop goals can not be seen with the real because only a limited ability to see the target just visible from below so
it is a shadow only. These limitations will not be a barrier when doing lay up shoot has advantages in terms of
height. This is due to the height and support the right person can freely see the goal or basketball hoop. However,
in this study can not reveal in depth because of the role of height in the lay-up shoot either the reflected or direct
to the basket because it has not been studied empirically. In principle lay up shoot can be done with or without
the aid of reflective board, but when a player near the basket from the right or left side, reflecting the proper use
of the board will increase the success of the shot (Jon Oliver, 2007: 14).

The ability of women students are still very heterogeneous due to the skill lay up shoot much needed
coordination of the motion base drive and shoot, lt appears once at the beginning, students immediately wanted
to finish the lay-up shoot directed to the ring because they will soon find out if the ball came into the ring, just
touching or even absent altogether. In addition to a good coordination is also required an understanding of the
theories about the angle of incidence and angle of reflection to estimate how big orwhere the ball bounce.

Still associated with the first and second factor, the use of a small box on the board less than the maximum
reflectance. A small box is targeted aid to fire the ball into the basket. A small box is more easily seen by the
subjects rather than estimating the ball directly into the ring, so the ball is inserted through the board reflecting
far greater odds than directly into the basket (clear shoot),

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
Based on the results of research and discussion, it can be concluded as follows: There is a difference in

effectiveness between the lay-up shoot through reflective board with a lay up a basketball hoop shoot directly
into the student female Program studies Health and Physical Education and Recreation Force in 2009. Noting
the results, can be recommended for students who are beginners in the basketball game, in order to master the
basic competencies of motion shoot properly lay up should learn to shoot through reflective in the board first.
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